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There are several apps that you can download for free, that will

send you "notifications" on your phone, to remind you to give your

plants water and nutrients at the right times. 

 

Apps to download:

+ Plantiary

+ Plantsome

+ Vera 

There's a big new excitement about houseplants! Several research

have been done on the benefits of houseplants:

+ Relieve tension

+ Increase creativity

+ Increase productivity and focus

+ Better indoor air quality

 

It is also of course a great opportunity to learn a sense of

responsibility (it can be a good learning experience for young

children, especially if they keep asking for a puppy / kitten - this is

a good practice run!) 

MOVE OVER GARDEN PLANTS,
HOUSEPLANTS ARE BACK! 

Plan a day trip and visit your nearest (or farthest) nursery. Give yourself

plenty of time, there is usually plenty to choose from. Also, make sure you

ask the right questions. The secret is that you want to start with an easy

plant, which is difficult to die (you must first build up your confidence, to

prove to yourself that you can keep your plant alive). 

 

Also plan ahead where you want to put your plant in your home. Note

how much light the plant would get and buy your plant accordingly.

There are also several nurseries that you can shop online in advance. 

 

A few suggestions: 

www.plantify.co.za   |   www.atriumplants.co.za   |   www.folhashop.com  

If you do not have the chance to venture to a nursery, there are

also many plants that can take root from cuttings. Ask one of

your friends to give you a cutting of your choice. Then provide

water or nutrients as required (Google is your friend).

 

Make sure you do research or ask the following questions

at the nursery about your new plant baby:

+ How much water and how often?

+ How much light should the plant get?

+ How often should the plant get nutrients?

+ How big should the pot in which you plant it be?

+ Should you later transplant the plant into a larger pot or not? 

This is the best part. You will be amazed at the childlike excitement

that bubbles in your heart when a new leaf comes out and opens. 

 

It is also impossible not to see God's hand in the growth process.

God as Creator is suddenly very tangible in your own home!

STEP 1: VISIT A NURSERY

STAP 4: WATCH YOUR 
PLANT BABY GROW! 
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STEP 2: DOWNLOAD THE APP

STEP 3: CARE
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